An evalua)on of gravity waves and gravity wave sources in the Southern
Hemisphere in a 7 km global climate simula)on
Gravity Waves in the Southern Hemisphere Holt et al., 2017
Science ques)ons: How realis)c are small-scale gravity waves in

the Southern Hemisphere in the GEOS-5 7-km Nature Run (G5NR)?
(2) What mechanisms are genera)ng the small-scale nonorographic
gravity waves in the Nature Run?

Results: Global paOerns in GW amplitude, horizontal wavelength,

and propaga)on direc)on in the G5NR are realis)c compared to
observa)ons. However, as in other global models, the amplitudes
are weaker and horizontal wavelengths longer than observed (see
top
ﬁgure).
The global paOerns in absolute GW momentum ﬂux also
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(greater
than 10 mm h−1) is more strongly associated with GW
c Peninsula. The amplitudes of the NR anomalies was computed relative to east with 180-degree ambiguity.
Positive
momentum
or of 4 smaller than the amplitudes of the AIRS angles represent waves propagating northeast/southwest,
whileﬂux than frontogenesis is (see boOom ﬁgure).

is attributed to excessive model dissipation and negative angles represent waves propagating southeast/northwest.
in more detail below. Another difference between We can break the ambiguity with the assumption that waves
R is in the latitude of the waves south of Australia observed by AIRS must have long vertical wavelengths,
and Gravity wave parameteriza)ons in global climate
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